
DATA CLAUSE 

According to the Article 13 of Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of the European Parliament and of the 
Council of 27 April 2016 on the protection of natural persons with regard to the processing of 
personal data and on the free movement of such data (General Data Protection Regulation, 
“GDPR”) we inform you that: 
1. The administrator of your data is:  
Fundacja Żyj Pełnią Życia  
ul. Stefana Dembego 8/63;  
02-796 Warsaw, Poland 
NIP: 951-24-75-403,  
KRS: 0000763048. 
2. We may use the personal data we collect to: 
Register you on “Live Fullness of Life - God's Design for Femininity, Beauty and Relationships” 
conference (further on called the Conference), register your payment for the Conference, 
verification of you identity at Conference reception desk on the Conference day. 
3. The consent for using your personal data agreed by you is voluntary but your permission is 
necessary condition for your participation in the Conference.  
4. You have the right to ask for a copy of all the data related to you that we hold. 
5. If your personal data is out of date, or if there is no longer justification for us to hold it, you can 
ask for it to be updated, removed or blocked by contacting in writing.  
6. At any time you can delete your consent for process your personal data. If you would do this 
before 5.10.2019 it will mean for us that you don't want any longer to take part in the Conference. 
We want to inform you that: If before deleting your consent you have sent to our bank account the 
donation for the Conference we still will be processing your personal information for the  
accounting reasons, because it is the legitimate interest of the Foundation as the administrator of 
personal data. 
7. We plan to storage your data for ... years it is the time required in Polish law for archive the 
accounting data. Counting started on the and of the year. 
8. If you have any questions, comments or want to change your mailing or contact preferences, 
contact kontakt@zyjpelnia.org . 
9. We won't share your data with anyone else. 
10. You can file a complaint to the supervisory authority.


